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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR

W

ell, here we are, my ﬁnal column as Chairman before I hand the
IED quill, big chair and badge of ofﬁce to Tania. After my two-year
stint, it is incredibly difﬁcult to pick out the highlights, there have
been so many! I think the top one, however, has been the
opportunity to meet and interact with so many of my fellow members. The
insights and ideas you have shared with me have been fascinating, and I think
we are truly blessed to have such an interesting and diverse membership. On a
personal note, I have taken great pleasure in the launch of
the Graduates and Young Members group (GYM) and, of
course, Chartered Technological Product Designer. Both of
these initiatives will, I hope, go a long way to securing the
long-term future of the Institution in a period of falling
professional membership in the engineering industries.
I would also like to reﬂect on some of the things that we
are doing, generally in the background, as an Institution to
raise the proﬁle of both the IED and engineering in general –
things I was never aware of before I became Chairman. Our
representatives sit on the boards of the Engineering Council
and the Society of the Environment and numerous advisory
panels (both governmental and independent); we provide
Engineering Council liaison of;cers to other institutions; we
Yes, it’s time to say my farewells and
advise other institutions on processes and procedures (we
are seen as one of the leading exponents of the Technical
welcome Tania Humphries-Smith as the
Report route); and through links to BSI contribute to
IED’s Chair Elect – see page opposite.
upcoming British Standards. There are so many opportunities
to inﬂuence those around us.
So, if you are interested in joining the relatively small band of volunteers
undertaking these roles, please get in touch. As designers, it is vital that we all
do what we can – encourage new members, help existing members to develop
to higher levels and promote professional recognition to all.
As well as GYM and CTPD, it is also our 70th anniversary, which we will be
celebrating at the St James’ Palace launch of CTPD and at the AGM/Awards
Lunch at Westbury Leigh on 11 July. I really hope that as many of you as
possible make it on the 11th to join us in our celebration, and to share your
experiences of design and the IED. We also have the E&DPE conference coming
up in September.
A couple of other things to note. First, the re-designed journal, the ;rst edition
of which you hold in your hands. We’ve worked closely with the publisher Findlay
Media to develop a really fresh and exciting feel, which I hope you enjoy. If you
have any feedback, please share it with us. Also, we have undertaken a refresh
of the website, so that it is more welcoming to both existing and prospective
members, and more closely integrated with the journal. Again, I would
appreciate any feedback.
Thank you all so much. It has been an honour and a great
privilege to lead such a great institution and I wish Tania all the
best for her tenure.
I hope you all enjoy this edition of the journal. If you have
anything to add on the above or other subjects, please
don’t hesitate to drop Tania a line (chairman@ied.org.uk).

Truly an
honour and
a privilege
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PERSONAL PROFILE
The IED’s new Chair Elect Tania Humphries-Smith CEng CTPD MIED FRSA reveals
her personal take on the world of design engineering

Q

What does design mean
to you?

Design to me is actually a way of thinking:
of approaching a problem to come up with
a creative, innovative, robust solution.

Q

What motivated you to take up
a career in engineering product
design?
Inspiration from my father, who was a
structural engineer, and my mother, a
dressmaker. As a child, I made posh
frocks out of fabric and cars out of
Meccano for my Barbies! At eighteen, I
could have taken a degree in fashion or
engineering product design. Someone
said I couldn’t do engineering product
design and the rest is history!

Q

What do you most enjoy about
being an engineering product
designer?

I really enjoy investigating and thoroughly
understanding whatever problems have
been set. It’s very stimulating to use
design methodologies to solve these.

Q

What have you found most
challenging as a professional
designer?
Design critique.

Q

What advice would you give to
students as they set out on their
careers in engineering and design?

The advice I give my students [Tania is
Associate Professor and Head of
Department of Design & Engineering in
the Faculty of Science & Technology at
Bournemouth University] is to look at the
breadth of questions and ideas, and not
to narrow things down too quickly. Also,
to take up every opportunity to gain
industrial experience that comes their way,
even if you think you don’t want to follow
that path.

Q

What do you think is going to be
the next major influence on your
work in the future?

Nature, almost certainly. I’m a big fan of
the methodology of biomimicry: taking the
concept of nature’s solutions to problems
and carrying these over into our
manufacturing world.

Q

If you could change one thing
relating to design and innovation,
what would it be?
To get society to develop a better
understanding of what designers do.
Everyone uses their products, but very
few think about how these came into
being. If there was more awareness, the
opportunities would be so much richer,
as we struggle to get people interested in
engineering product design.

Q

What has been the favourite
moment in your career so far?

This actually happens once a year when
I look at products during the Festival of
Design at Bournemouth University. That’s
when about 150 students show their ﬁnal
year project, the next-generation of
designers. I like to think I have a small
hand in shaping them.

Q

What do you most wish you had
designed?

Two things: the iPad and the Post-it note.
They are both something nobody knew
they wanted.

Q

What are you most proud of doing
during your career?

Transcending barriers in general and,
speciﬁcally, moving between product
design and engineering, as well as
between academia and industry.

Q

Who has most inspired you to
pursue your dream?

All those who say you can’t.

Q

What is your favourite quote?

‘Less is more’. It comes from a
Robert Browning poem, but is ascribed to
the remarkable Ludwig Mies Van der
Rohe.

Q

Desert Island object?

3D printer. It depends on whether
you believe the hype or not, which says
you can print anything, so on my desert
island I could print my way out of there –
although the reality of 3D printing is much
more complex, of course!

Q

What would you like to
do next?

To promote the beneﬁts of becoming
professionally recognised through the
new award of Chartered Technological
Product Designer (CTPD). This is
important for the IED and the product
design profession, as there hasn’t
been a chartered professional
qualiﬁcation before.

Q

Professionally, who do you admire
most and why?

The type of people who will relish and
actively embrace the talents of those who
think outside the box. Often, such people
ﬁnd it hard to ﬁt into a design team, yet
they can become a very powerful and
positive force in their own right.

Q

What has been your favourite
invention?

The biro, for its simplicity and ubiquitous
nature. In its simplest form, it’s something
the whole of society uses and you can
also use the same technical innovation in
a very expensive pen.

www.ied.org.uk
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Good

A new 3D laser testing facility in the Midlands is measuring
the vibration of products ranging in size from a pin head to
large automotive vehicles. Engineering Designer reports

GREATER ACCURACY

One of the LDV’s key advantages is
greater accuracy in results, he says.
“Have you ever wondered how you can
measure the vibration of your lightweight
components without the effects of extra
mass from an external inﬂuence? Mass
effects of accelerometers and cables can
alter the measurements in traditional
methods – this could disturb the structural
characteristics of the test object. However,
LDV ensures there is no observer effect
on components under test. This is
because the LDV system targets the
lasers at the vibrating artefact and then
reviews the returned beam.”
Another major beneEt, he argues, is
greater resolution, as ASDEC’s fully
automatic 3D scanning LDV is
manoeuvrable with a robot, allowing the
measurement of very large volumes of
data points. “The tests can be repeated
accurately and swiftly, with any necessary
variations in test conditions. This allows
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niversity of Leicester’s
Advanced Structural Dynamics
Evaluation Centre (ASDEC) is
said to be the UK’s Erst
commercial 3D laser measurement and
modal analysis centre, providing highly
accurate measurements of surface
motion. This it does by examining the shift
in frequency of the laser when it is
reﬂected off a vibrating surface.
Using Polytec’s ‘Robovib’ Laser Doppler
Vibrometry system, ASDEC, based in the
heart of the UK’s automotive industry at
MIRA Technology Park near Nuneaton,
aims to measure the vibration of products
ranging in size from a pin head to large
automotive vehicles. “Almost anything can
be vibration tested using the 3D laser
vibrometer system,” states ASDEC general
manager Tim Stubbs.
Not only are these facilities accessible
to engineers and engineering companies,
but also to those who require research
capabilities, as it is backed by academics
at the University of Leicester.

3D Laser
Doppler
Vibrometry
in action.

Wheel showing a map of laser
movement, using a long exposure.
efEcient iterations of product
conEgurations. Video Triangulation is used
to ensure that the positional accuracy of
the three lasers is consistently within
±100microns.”
Low cost with faster testing is the goal
of any such centre, as Stubbs points out.
“The average time for traditional vibration
testing could take days or months. At
ASDEC, time to market can be
signiEcantly reduced. Within hours, data
is gathered and interpreted, allowing
testing of more iterations. The quicker the
process in the development cycle, the
sooner engineers are able to make
important design decisions, without
facing delays. Future design steps can
also be improved by updating the
CAE/FEA models based upon past
experimental data.”

ASDEC general manager Tim Stubbs, left,
with technical specialist Martin Cockrill.

AUTOMOTIVE CONNECTION

Given its location, it is no surprise that
ASDEC is closely involved in the
automotive industry, assisting with the full
range of noise and vibration issues. This
ranges from characterising the modal
performance of prototype vehicles to
measuring the behaviour of the smallest
components; from measuring the vibration
of red-hot running engine parts to
capturing the motion of a squealing brake.
Equally, the ability to characterise
structures large or small is of particular
interest to the aerospace industry. “The
large-scale usage of extremely lightweight
materials and composites has given
aerospace engineers a particular
headache when it comes to their modal
measurement without introducing sideeffects from attaching instrumentation,”

www.ied.org.uk

VIBROMETRY TESTING

Photography: Donald MacLellan

vibrations

FAST FACTS
● The ASDEC laser vibrometry equipment is
manufactured by Polytec in Germany
● The entire system is housed within a
dedicated temperature-controlled
environment

he explains. “These issues are resolved
through the usage of non-contact
techniques such as laser vibrometry.”
Crucially, ASDEC’s LDV offers an
advanced and powerful method to solve
complex engineering and design trial
problems. Interpreting the test data and
recognising beneEts involves the
availability of equipment, test design skills
and expertise in modal analysis, with the
centre providing three levels of service for
companies to choose which is the most
suitable for their needs:
● Facility: established engineering
designers and businesses in the UK with
in-house skills in laser vibrometry can
utilise the ASDEC facility. Under a
minimum of expert ASDEC supervision,
these companies are able to arrange
and carry out testing, using ASDEC’s

www.ied.org.uk

● The 3D laser uses eye-safe He-Ne with a
visible wavelength of 632.8nm. The system
boasts an interferometric Doppler shifted
con-guration and has the ability to resolve
beyond the wavelength of light
● The Laser Doppler Vibrometry system can
sense to within 0.02 µm/s.
advanced equipment facility
Data: Experts from ASDEC support
businesses to comprehend the
information that is required to solve an
issue and identify the test program to
attain it. Data gathered is then reported to
the company’s engineers for analysis
● Analysis: to detect the main source of
problems and distinguish the possible
technical solutions, ASDEC carries
out modal analysis on the deFection
data obtained during testing, providing
recommended actions to improve the
product.
An artefact of virtually any shape and
size can be tested at ASDEC, says
Stubbs, although where certain height and
width limitations are involved, this may
require ASDEC to take its portable LDV
system to the client’s site instead.
●

Vibration and structural dynamics are,
of course, also measured by many
companies, using traditional
accelerometer-based techniques. In fact,
these companies are potentially better
placed for conducting simple
measurements of limited detail, whereas
ASDEC is based around providing
advanced results through highly detailed
measurements, analysis and correlation.G
“Engineers across all industries are
driven by the need to reduce time to
market and to improve efEciency,” adds
Stubbs. “These drivers are leading
companies to research implementation of
new manufacturing techniques, such as
additive manufacturing and also utilising
advanced composite materials.G
“Companies are also looking to
increase their virtual development
capabilities.GASDEC supports companies
in all these areas by providing highly
accurate and detailed results in a
signiEcantly reduced timespan.”One
particular strength of the ASDEC facility is

Aligning the lasers
ahead of measurement.

in handling scale, as ASDEC’s technical
specialist Martin Cockrill explains.
“Previously, with optical techniques, one
has only to consider a limited Eeld of view
and very carefully stitch larger structures
together, which is very time consuming.
The combination of an industrial robot with
the laser vibrometer leads to a smart
solution that knows where in the laboratory
the lasers are pointing, meaning every
measurement automatically pieces
together to form a whole that is far greater
than the sum of the parts.
“Couple this with the ability of the robot
to repeat its path again and again with
pinpoint accuracy means that work can be
conducted 24/7, safe in the knowledge
that every measurement will be performed
the same as the Erst.”
For more information: http://asdec.co.
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HOVER CRAFT

Flyte is a hypnotic floating
lightbulb that’s powered through
air – adding a new dimension to
that old adage: ‘Seeing is believing’

S

wedish designer Simon Morris
spent years experimenting with
magnets, levitating everything
from shoes to soccer balls. Then
he turned his attention to the lightbulb
and the resulting project is Flyte: a ﬂoating
lightbulb powered through air. “When I was
sixteen, I dreamt of having a hoverboard.
I became so fascinated with
magnetic levitation, I began
building my own prototypes
with magnets; 15 years
later, I built a hoverboard
prototype. Although I
couldn’t ride on it, it ﬂoated
in the air,” he recalls.
That led swiftly to other
levitating projects, working with brands
such as Nike and Urban Ears to build
magnetic levitation installations: shoes,
headphones and speakers. “Although
I thought levitation was cool,” adds Morris,
“I began experimenting on how this
technology could be developed further and
combined with wireless power, based on
Nikloa Tesla’s experiments [see panel].”
The result? The creation of Flyte.
Flyte consists of a base and lightbulb,
and combines two technologies: magnetic
levitation and induction (wireless power
transfer). It is a challenge to carefully
balance these. “Both have many
constraints, so it needs to be carefully
designed to work together,” Morris states.
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Installed over a base connected to a
power supply, the lightbulb remains
ﬂoating in the air. Also, it can rotate
continuously with almost no friction.
Activating the light requires just a touch to
the surface of the base: it turns on and
off, while the levitation remains intact.
People at his work call Morris
‘Magneto’ and it isn’t hard
to see why. With a
background in science and
art, Morris is drawn to the
properties of matter and
energy – and their
relationship with gravity and
weightlessness. “One of the
most common dreams we
have is of ﬂying. I think we are drawn to
the concept of being free from the
constraints of gravity.
“The suspension of the lightbulb has a
direct relation to the suspension of belief:
it references the ﬂoating sensation we
feel while dreaming or our childhood
fantasies of magic carpet rides and
Hoverboards. Flyte asks us to think of
a familiar object as a platform for
imagination and possibility.”
Morris has other ideas in gestation.
“My goal is to make the coolest levitation
products on the market, allow people to
learn and share knowledge, and inspire
you to levitate your own things... and
maybe one day yourself.”

Wireless power transfer transmission has
been around since the days of Nikola Tesla
– the 19th Century Serbian American
inventor, electrical engineer, mechanical
engineer, physicist, and futurist best known
for his contributions to the design of the
modern alternating current electricity
supply system. Flyte sees some of Tesla’s
technology combined with magnetic
levitation, opening up a magical world of
possibilities.

Nikola Tesla

www.ied.org.uk

To be the best,

BAR none!

A major shake-up of the rules governing the America’s Cup has
added yet another edge to the British challenge, led by Olympic
great Ben Ainslie and the Land Rover BAR team – a challenge
that has been eagerly accepted. Brian Wall reports

E

xcitement for the America’s Cup
has never been greater in the
UK, as Ben Ainslie, the most
decorated Olympic sailor in
history, heads the British challenge to win
the oldest trophy in international sport and
‘bring the Cup home’. Should his Land
Rover team accomplish that, they will have
achieved what no other British team has
been able to do previously in 164 years!
And, as Engineering Designer was about
to go to press, Ainslie’s BAR team revealed
that it had struck a new global partnership
deal with Land Rover. As BAR’s Title and
Exclusive Innovation Partner, Jaguar Land
Rover's engineers and designers will work
closely with the team to provide racewinning technology for an all-out assault
on the trophy. The new team has been
renamed Land Rover BAR, with Ainslie
team principal.
Jaguar Land Rover's Advanced
Engineering Team has already started work
on a number of design challenges where
they can contribute their expertise. The
British automotive manufacturer will
become a core member of the team's
Technical Innovation Group (TIG), powered
by PA Consulting. The TIG will set about
bringing together the best of British
design, technology and innovation to
contribute to this massive technical and
sporting challenge.
Meanwhile, the competition has
recently witnessed a major shake-up,
with the transition to a smaller class of
boat. The rule change was passed by
a majority vote of the Competitor Forum,
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comprising the six teams currently entered
in the America’s Cup.
“Like the other big teams, we have had
a design team of more than 20 people
working on our AC62 design for many
months,” states Land Rover BAR. Yet,
despite this sizeable investment of money
and resource, it voted in favour of the
change – because it believes this move is
in the best interests of the America’s Cup
and the sport of sailing itself. The team is
now engaged in examining the new rules,
and looking for the design, technology and
innovation opportunities that lie ahead.
What will the new class rules mean in
practice? “The new boats will be able to
achieve speeds of close to 50 miles an
hour, far faster than any other current
racing series in global sailing, and a match
for the 72 foot boats that raced the 34th
America’s Cup,” states Land Rover BAR.
“The spectator experience and television
product will be undiminished, and perhaps
even enhanced, as the new boats will be
much more manoeuvrable and able to
engage more closely in the duel that is the
America’s Cup.”
The new class of boat offers a real
opportunity for the long-term international
growth of the sport, adds Land Rover BAR.
“The smaller size will offer teams potential
savings across the essential build and
operational costs, allowing more teams to
enter and increasing the depth of the
competition. It will also create a
signiLcantly more sustainable and
environmentally-friendly event, something
that the team have always supported.”

CLOSE-UP ON THE CUP
A partnership with BT Sport as the live coverage
broadcaster, and the BBC for highlights
programming, means the America’s Cup will
attract a massive audience of sailing fans in the
UK and Ireland. BT Sport will broadcast all live
stages of the Louis Vuitton 2015-16 America’s
Cup World Series events, being hosted in
Portsmouth (July 2015) and again in July 2016,
and continuing with events around the world.
The BBC will have highlight programming from
the World Series events. This is the ﬁrst time the
sport has been paid for in the UK and Ireland.
In 2017, the focus will shift to Bermuda for
coverage of the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup
Qualiﬁers, Challenger Playoffs – and then the
35th America’s Cup Finals themselves.

Ben Ainslie, the most
decorated Olympic sailor in
history, heads the British
challenge to win the
America’s Cup.

DESIGN CHALLENGE

At the same time, the new boats still
present a serious and demanding
challenge to designers and engineers, and
that, Land Rover BAR argues, will help to
ensure that the America’s Cup remains as
tough to win as ever.
While they say change is good, just how
good the new class of boat move will
actually be for Land Rover BAR in its bid to
seize the cup remains to be seen. But
there is one change that the team has
certainly embraced with great enthusiasm
as it pursues that goal and that is the
arrival of Martin Whitmarsh as new chief
executive of Land Rover BAR. Only in the
post a few months, his passion for the
task ahead could not be greater.
That said, his sporting interest started
with bikes, not boats. He got into cycle
racing while at school. “I think that
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AMERICA’S CUP

sometimes I was more interested in the
bikes than the riding,” he says. “I got into
weight saving and engineering. The
equipment and the sport were interesting
to me.” This was the 1970s, though, when
a career spent developing sporting
technology would have seemed a bit farfetched. So Whitmarsh took his Lrst job
with what was then British Aerospace,
working as a structural analyst in
composite materials – in carbon Lbre. He
ended up running the Hamble plant as
part of British Aerospace, before becoming
a founding director of the newly divested
Aerostructures business.
And then everything changed. The next
job offer was tiny in comparison – just a
hundred employees and a turnover of £19
million – but it was at a company called
McLaren International…whose business
was, of course, racing Formula One cars.

www.ied.org.uk

Twenty-Lve years later, when Whitmarsh
Lnally moved on from McLaren, the team
were employing over 3,000 people and
had a turnover of £650 million. The team
won over 100 Grand Prix and eight world
championships during his tenure, a Lfth
of those while he was team principal.
Now, in his new role, he sees a similar
path and opportunities for Land Rover
BAR. “The America’s Cup is a fantastic
platform from which this team can
demonstrate its capability in high
technology, in performance and in
achieving things like cycle-time
compression. I think we have a great
opportunity to demonstrate how the
technical endeavour associated with
seeking to win the America’s Cup can be
the catalyst of change in bigger technical
organisations; can be a hotbed for
technical development.

“I think it’s our job to ensure that we
can capture the essence of that racing
culture and tempo, and speed of
response, competitiveness and creativity.
Those are things that are being searched
for and worked hard for in big, big
technical organisations. We have them,
and that’s a valuable asset.”
The need for a world-class Land Rover
BAR sailing team – not least because their
contribution is essential in optimising the
boat’s performance – is all too clear. But,
as Land Rover BAR Team Principal,
Skipper, 34th America’s Cup winner and
four-time Olympic gold medallist Ben
Ainslie points out, design is central to
winning the Cup in 2017.
“If we go back to the 2003 or 2007
Cups, the gains in design were miniscule,
compared to what we are facing in this
current world. We are just scratching the
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In the right direction
Land Rover BAR’s CTO Andy Claughton is one of the world’s most
accomplished and experienced America’s Cup (AC) designers, having been
involved with the competition since 1983.
He graduated top of his class in Ship Science in 1975, and then in
1977 joined Southampton University’s renowned Wolfson Unit for Marine
Technology and Industrial Aerodynamics. This was where he made many of
his early contributions to America’s Cup teams, working on towing tank and
wind tunnel tests, and developing speed prediction programmes for teams
that included Team New Zealand, the AC winners in 1995 and 2000.
He took a career break from the Wolfson Unit to work full-time for Team New Zealand in 2000 as
research coordinator and then design coordinator for the 2007 America’s Cup, which Emirates Team
NZ narrowly lost to Alinghi.
Claughton worked with Team Origin until he rejoined the Wolfson Unit in 2009 where he is now
director of enterprise. He has published many papers, and won awards that include the Royal Institute
of Naval Architects Small Craft Group Medal.
Claughton was born in Yorkshire and his family played cricket. Unfortunately, he didn’t have any
talent in that direction, but discovered sailing through the Arthur Ransome books.
When he was 13, and to avoid any further embarrassment on the cricket pitch, his father
introduced him to a friend who sailed at Yeadon Sailing Club. It’s a small mill dam on the moors near
Leeds Bradford Airport, so shallow that you can almost wade across. Claughton cycled there every
weekend and would crew for anyone who had a space in traditional wooden dinghies.
As technical director, Claughton is coordinating a team of designers and engineers as they design,
build and test the prototype and ﬁnal boats that will challenge for the 35th America’s Cup.

surface of what’s possible with these
foiling boats and wing masts.”
Before the advent of the new foiling
multihulls, the gains from technical
innovation were measured in tenths or
hundredths of a knot. Now they are
measured in whole knots.
But not only is the design and
engineering challenge more important than
ever before, it’s also signiLcantly different
to previous America’s Cups. “The new
America’s Cup boats require much more
expertise in aerodynamics and control
systems, for instance, than the old
monohulls,” adds Ainslie. “We’re lucky to
have a very high level of knowledge and
experience in these areas within the
automotive, motorsport and other
industries in the UK.”

SIMULATION INNOVATION

One innovation the British team has also
developed in pursuit of that goal is its own
sophisticated 3D sailing simulator,
modelled on those used by the world of
motorsport, as the Land Rover BAR team’s
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writer Mark Chisnell explained to
Engineering Designer. “The virtual Mying
machine will support the vital link between
sailors and designers, creating an
important feedback mechanism between
the two core parts of the performance
team. It also provides an equally important
feedback loop within the design team's
optimisation process.”
The man leading the team behind Land
Rover BAR’s (virtual) Mying machine is Dr
James Roche, formerly of McLaren Applied
Technologies, where he had worked on the
design of the skeleton sled that Lizzy
Yarnold used to slide to gold at the Sochi
Winter Olympics.
It was back in his university days, says
Chisnell, that Roche really got into sailing
as a sport – his team won the RYA Youth
National Match Racing Championships
twice – and later that interest developed
into a desire to make sailing into a career.
This prompted him to sign up for the Ship
Science degree at Southampton University.
“I knew I wanted to do some kind of
engineering and I wanted to do it with

sailing — essentially I wanted to work in
the America’s Cup,” recalls Roche. “That
was what I saw as the dream, but I think
everyone does when they start that
course!” After he graduated, the university
asked if he would be interested in doing
an EngD – an engineering doctorate – in
a partnership with UK Sport (the British
Government agency responsible for
preparing athletes for Olympic
competition). They wanted to research
skeleton design for the 2010 Winter
Olympics after the silver medal success of
Shelley Rudman in 2006.
Roche spent four years working on the
project at Southampton with Rachel
Blackburn, who was responsible for the
structural design. They came up with the
sled that Amy Williams used in 2010 to
win gold. This was where Roche did his
Lrst work writing simulation computer
code. “We wanted to create a proper
numerical model of what was going on
down the run, so we could test the impact
of various sled set-ups or aerodynamics.
We took sleds down the runs and
measured data, and then wrote a lot of
long, differential equations.” The data
then feeds back into validation of
the physics model that underlies
the simulation – which is exactly
what Land Rover BAR is doing
now for its America’s Cup Class
boat. Once Amy Williams had
won her gold medal, UK Sport
wanted to continue with the
project and set up a new
partnership with McLaren
Applied Technologies
(MAT), which works across
many Olympic
disciplines. One of the
other sports projects
that MAT were asked
to work on during
this period was the
shared design
programme that
was developed
for the
organisers of
the 34th
America’s
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AMERICA’S CUP

The new team, renamed Land
Rover BAR, was announced at
their new 74,000 ft2 purposebuilt, sustainable (BREEAM
Excellent) home in Portsmouth.

THE ELUSIVE PRIZE

www.ied.org.uk

The America’s Cup is the oldest international
trophy in world sport, pre-dating the modern
Olympics, the Ryder Cup and the World Cup
– and Britain has never won it. The ﬁrst race was
organised by the Royal Yacht Squadron in 1851,
the same year that both Reuters and the New York
Times were founded. It was a single race around
the Isle of Wight, open to yachts of all nations.

The prize was a silver Cup that was valued at One
Hundred Pounds sterling. The black schooner
America won this nascent contest of maritime
supremacy, outclassing the rest of the ﬁeld to be
ﬁrst at the ﬁnish line off Cowes. To honour that
victory, it was renamed the America’s Cup and
became a challenge trophy, open to sailing clubs
of all nations.

Cup, a project that was then run by Andy
Claughton – see panel text, above left.
“I already knew him from Southampton
University,” states Roche, “so he was
aware of what I could do and, once the UK
Sport work wound down after the Olympics,
I decided that I needed a change and got in
contact with Andy, and it went on from
there.” The project Claughton wanted
Roche for was the construction of the
team’s simulator. “I’m quite ﬂexible and
can turn my hand to the coding, to the
design and CAD side,” comments Roche,
“as well as the physical putting of things
together and working with the athletes. So
running this project is a really good place
for me to be.”
The simulator links the sailing team –
who use it as part of their training – and
the design team, creating an important
feedback mechanism between the two
core parts of the performance team well in

advance of the launch of the Cup boat.
Moreover, it also provides an equally
important feedback mechanism within the
design team’s own processes. “We are
trying to run the simulator as part of the
same project as performance prediction,”
he adds. “The models we use to calculate
theoretical data on how a particular design
of boat will perform are exactly the same
models that the simulator uses, so there
is a positive feedback loop between the
two as we re.ne them.”
The truth is, the simulator will never be
entirely .nished. It’s in constant use and,
every time the team run a simulator
session, something new is learned that
can be used to improve it.
And the better it gets, naturally the
more use it gets – playing its part as just
one of the vital components that form
Land Rover BAR’s UK challenge to capture
the elusive America’s Cup.
www.LandRoverBAR.com
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Remap is a charity that provides, free
of charge, custom-made equipment
for people with disabilities. Volunteer
coordinator David Martin describes
the greater freedoms that this has
helped to deliver

A member of
the Upside
Down sports
club prepares
to shoot.

Breaking down

the Barriers
D

aily life for people with a
physical impairment has
improved greatly since 1964
when the charity Remap was
founded. In its infancy, volunteers made
simple devices to help people overcome
the challenges of everyday life, such as
eating, drinking and moving around.
These needs are now largely met by
commercially available products and
Remap – whose volunteer engineers
combine design expertise with practical
skills to make pieces of equipment that
will help people with disabilities achieve
independence and quality of life – is able
to focus instead on producing aids and
equipment that help individuals to
participate in sports, hobbies and a range
of social activities.
Remap’s volunteers never know what
new challenge they will face. For example,
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“What can I do with my electrically
powered wheelchair once I’ve transferred
from it to my car?” (We made it remotecontrolled, so it could be parked in the
garage.) “How do I put a dish of food in
the oven when I have cerebral palsy?” (We
made a trolley with a tray that can go up
and down, can turn through 360 degrees
and extend) or “I want my child with very
restricted growth to be able to cycle.”
(We redesigned and rebuilt the bike).

ANNUAL AWARDS

Remap’s 800 volunteers celebrate their
annual awards in July and this year’s
winning products range from a shoulder
prosthetic for a woman whose shoulderblade, collarbone and upper arm-bone had
been removed, a special needs bed for a
four-year-old girl with cerebral palsy, a
three-axis camera mount for a wheelchair

user and a throwing seat for disabled
athletes.
Winner of the prestigious ‘Founders
Award’ was the Remap panel (group) from
Cambridge, which worked with a local
sports club for children with disabilities
who wanted to try archery. The members
are all wheelchair users, under the age of
18, with conditions that include cerebral
palsy, epilepsy and muscular dystrophy.
Most have very little upper body strength
and some have little control of their limbs.
None would be able to handle a bow and
arrow without help from an able bodied
adult and some specialised equipment.
The members made clear from the
outset that they did not wish to use a
child's or training bow; they would only be
satisﬁed if they could shoot the real thing.
The design would need to be light,
adaptable for various needs (current and
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RISING TO THE CHALLENGE

Remap volunteer
coordinator David Martin.

future), and safe to use within the
conﬁnes of an archery range.
Remap volunteer Del Mathews takes
up the story: “Our design solution was to
mount a commercially available bow on a
stand. An adult would then load the bow
and the child would use a micro-switch to
release the arrow. Following advice from
a local archery club, 'The Jolly Archers',
we selected a bow of 20lb pull as being
suitable and purchased one, together with
a self-closing release aid.”
The vertical support, the height of
which can be varied, is mounted on the
'spider' pedestal of a redundant ofﬁce
chair. (Remap panels are notorious for
keeping costs to a minimum and Del
asked colleagues on the Cambridge panel
to ﬁnd him some more!)
The bow is attached to the front of a
horizontal beam, which is free to move in
both azimuth and elevation, allowing users
to aim the arrow. Finally, they are able to
shoot the arrow using a trigger built into
the horizontal beam.
Del soon made the attachment to hold
the loaded bow and a discussion followed
on how to activate the release-aid. It was
decided that a foot-switch would suit, with
the able-bodied helper securing the
tensioned bow string before release.
There quickly followed a hunt for decent
foot-switches and more powerful
solenoids than those supplied.

CONSTRUCTION

Derek Derenalagi, who competed at the London
Paralympics, using his discus throwing frame.

STIMULATING & CHALLENGING

A member of the
Upside Down sports club takes aim.
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Annually, Remap helps about 4,000 people with disabilities to
live more independently.
Almost uniquely in the voluntary sector, Remap offers its
volunteers something that is both stimulating and challenging,
as well as meeting a need in the community.
With over 70 groups across England and Wales, there are
always new opportunities for engineers to join the charity, which
provides what one volunteer describes as “the best volunteering
opportunity around for anyone with solid practical skills”.

Del describes the construction process:
“We used wood predominantly, so that any
modiﬁcations could be carried out easily,
using wood screws and glue, whereas
aluminium would have needed machining
– perhaps even welding,” he esplains.
“The bow itself was not modiﬁed in any
way. Instead, a block of hardwood was
carved into the approximate shape of the
hand grip of the bow.
“Silicon rubber was applied to this
block, and the bow pushed in, to form a
ﬁrm mounting shape. Once the silicon had
set, the bow was removed. The block was
then screwed to the front end of the
wooden beam. The bow was ﬁtted and
secured with a bicycle toe-clip strap.
“The bow string is held captive by a
release aid (available commercially and
purchased by the club). This was mounted
on to a steel fabrication, screwed to the
end of the beam. This device enables an
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RISING TO THE CHALLENGE

Derek Derenalagi,
who competed at the
London Paralympics,
using his discus
throwing frame.

able-bodied helper to tension the bow
string. When the user pulls the trigger, it
operates a solenoid that releases the
tensioned bow string and thus the arrow.
The unit is powered by a 12-volt Yuasa
type sealed battery.”

BUILT-IN SAFETY AND
OPERATING SEQUENCE

“We were conscious throughout of the
potential dangers of any shooting system
incorporating remote release
mechanisms, particularly when operated
by disabled youngsters,” he continues.
Therefore, to prevent an arrow being shot
prematurely or inadvertently, safety
devices were built into the unit:
● A three-position toggle switch
● A foot switch.
“The three-position switch can be set
to 'Off', which isolates all release
mechanisms from the 12-volt electrical
supply; 'Trigger Control', which renders the
trigger live (allowing the user to shoot the
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arrow); and 'Foot Control', which enables
the helper to release the arrow, if the user
is incapable of doing so,” Del explains.
“To tension the bow, the switch must
be in the ‘Foot Control’ position. The ablebodied helper must then simultaneously
depress the foot switch, whilst drawing
back the bow string. This opens the
release aid that holds the bow string.
Releasing the foot switch closes the
release aid and secures the tensioned
bow string. With the toggle switch in the
'Off' position, the arrow can be notched
into the bow string. Once the user has
taken aim, the toggle switch can be
moved to the 'Trigger Control' position,
allowing the user to shoot the arrow.”
When three units had been
constructed, they were taken to the club,
and initial training and familiarisation were
provided for both the users and their ablebodied helpers. Also, printed instructions
on ensuring safety in use were handed
over. They were delighted with the

equipment and have since enjoyed many
hours of archery.
Another high-proﬁle example of
Remap’s work is the development of
throwing frames. Athlete Derek Derenalagi
lost both his legs whilst on military action
in Afghanistan and took up discus throwing
during rehabilitation. This is made possible
by the athlete strapping himself onto a
ﬁxed throwing frame to give a secure base
for the throw. The South Buckinghamshire
Remap panel designed and made Derek a
throwing chair, which he has been
successfully using for many years now.
Derek won a gold medal at the European
Championships, beating the Russian World
Champion, and a further two gold medals
at the Invictus Games in London.
Remap has since developed a fully
adjustable Protean Seated Throwing Frame
(STF), in conjunction with England Athletics.
The STF has been designed primarily to
enable athletics clubs to provide training
opportunities for new and beginner
athletes who want to try seated throwing.
The aim was to create a standard, but
adaptable, seated throws frame that
meets the standards of the International
Paralympic Committee, and can be used
by young people and beginner adults
training in the seated shot, discus, javelin
and club throw. Through the design work
carried out by Remap volunteer Harry
Kirby and others, clubs and athletes can
now purchase an easy-to-assemble frame
without the need for bespoke design.
Jane Wareing, an athletics coach from
Stevenage & North Herts AC, is clearly
impressed with the frame. “I have utilised
the throwing frame during training and
competitions with a number of our club
athletes over the last six months. The
versatility of the frame is great. The
innovative design means that adjusting the
frame to suit each individual athlete can
be done quickly and with ease, whether it
be raising or lowering the footplate,
changing the seating position or adjusting
the pole or back support. I have been able
to use my coaching time more efLciently
because of the ease of setting up the
frame to each athlete's requirements.”
Remap welcomes new members for its
local groups. You can contact volunteer
coordinator David Martin for an informal
chat on 07921 854071 or at
d.martin@remap.org.uk, or visit the
website: www.remap.org.uk.
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RASPBERRY PI

Pi reaches
for the sky!
The Raspberry Pi is a low-cost, credit-card
sized computer that plugs into a computer
monitor or TV and enables people of all
ages to explore computing. Co-founder and
trustee of the Raspberry Pi Foundation,
Pete Lomas, relates the story behind its
phenomenal success

Pete Lomas: Raspberry Pi became more
popular than our wildest expectations.

B

ack in 2011 when we designed
the Raspberry Pi, we had very
speciﬁc goals for this diminutive
single board computer. The
challenge was to create an environment
that unboxed and exposed the core
functionality of a computer to allow
experimentation and creativity to thrive,
poles apart from the closed and heavily
restricted consumer systems.
We wanted a system that would expose
pre-undergraduate students at Cambridge
to the ‘delights’ of conceiving, coding and
debugging their own programs, coupled
with the gratiﬁcation of getting something
that you have created spring into life. With
the general-purpose input output (GPIO)
and the camera port, this also presented
opportunities to connect to the real world:
an important feature of most embedded
systems.
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HARD DECISIONS

One of the key drivers was accessibility
and hence price. Co-founder Eben Upton
was keen that the Raspberry Pi should be
“cheap enough to break”, or more
precisely not so expensive that it would
deter experimentation. Hence the $35
price point was set. In the early days of
the project, with a target volume of a few
thousand, this was a signiﬁcant challenge,
requiring some hard decisions and
compromises to be made.
As it turned out, the Raspberry Pi
became signiﬁcantly more popular than
our wildest expectations, and has
established itself as a platform of choice
for the makers, teachers and some
parts of the engineering
community. As sales passed
1million, we saw an opportunity
to continue our journey. As a product

reaches this volume, signiﬁcant cost
reduction options present themselves.
As an educational charity, we wanted to
translate this into additional functionality
and improved performance.
We went back to the drawing board and
examined the list of features that had not
made the cut in the original design. Key
among these was extra USB ports, with
improved power management to support
Wi-Fi dongles and additional external
memory. This would obviate the need for
an external hub, a signiFcant cost saving
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for users. An improved main power supply
would minimise wasted energy, moving
from a cheap, but wasteful, linear design
to a switch mode architecture. This would
be particularly important for batterypowered systems. Extending the GPIO
would give simultaneous access to even
more features of the processors
peripherals. Even our primary storage
system, the SD card, had succumbed to
onslaught of miniaturisation and the
microSD became our new standard
storage platform.

CREATIVE BOOST

Our user community had created a vast
array of over 300-plus add-on boards
that perform a myriad of different
functions, but they were sometimes
difficult to fit. Our solution was to
provide real mounting holes and a
functional specification for ‘Hardware
Attached on Top’ – or Raspberry Pi HATs
as they are known. This wealth of add-on
boards gives a significant creative
boost, as much of the low-level heavy
lifting for a project can be bought in,
allowing the user to focus on the
innovative aspects.
In July 2014, we launched the B+,
sporting all these new features. But B+
also secretly heralded things to come.
During this time, the team in Cambridge
and our Silicon partners Broadcom were
developing the next-generation chip, the
BCM2836. The PCB floor plan of the
Raspberry Pi B+ had been designed to
provide an easy transition to the new

silicon, without disturbing any of the
main features of the board layout,
allowing a near seamless transition to
the new platform.
The original BCM2835 used a
technique called Package on Package
(PoP) where the memory for the system
was soldered directly to the top of the
processor. For a variety of technical and
commercial reasons, the memory on the
new Raspberry Pi needed to be sited on
the PCB in the more conventional way.
This enabled us to double the capacity
over the previous generation.
So, on the 2 February 2015, the
Raspberry Pi 2 was launched. What is
new and how does it help us with the
foundation’s mission? The key features
can be seen in the box, opposite page.

CREDIBILITY BUILT IN

When you look at the list, it only really
has two visible improvements over the
B+, namely the processor and more
memory. However, these are very
signiFcant as they now permit the
Raspberry Pi to be used as a credible
baseline desktop machine with around
x3.4 improvement in performance.
So why is this important?
Fundamentally, it allows a way of
working that we have seen used in
standard desktop environments. When
creating their new project, the designer
will have project Fles open on one side of
the screen, whilst having reference
material from the Web in a group of
browser windows on the other. We had

Latest version:
Raspberry Pi 2
Model B.
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noticed this transition as more and more
reference material goes on line in the
form of ‘How to do it’ videos, worksheets
and blogs. On the Pi 2, this way of
working has become practical, as the
tasks can be distributed between the
cores, signiFcantly improving performance
over the single-cored B+.
An important aspect of all the
innovations to the Raspberry Pi platform
is that they are compatible in almost all
respects with the previous versions. A key
theme of our roadmap has been not to
disenfranchise the early adopters. All the
signiFcant improvement in the software
for Raspberry Pi can be taken advantage
of on the very Frst units we produced.
This also applies to the retention of the
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RASPBERRY PI

Pete Lomas with one
of the very ﬁrst
Raspberry Pi boards
off the production line
in January 2012.

Raspberry Pi 2 - Features
●
●

●
●

●

VideoCore IV GPU, which allows us to
leverage the last three years’ investment
in graphics optimisation, albeit with a
faster underlying processor.
For general programming, the speed-up
is also signiFcant, as getting libraries that
previously locked up the machine for
several minutes now load about three
times quicker and you can also continue
to work.

MINECRAFT FACTOR

One tool that has improved is Minecraft.
I know that most people regard this as
a game, but the ability to control the
Minecraft World programmatically
through an API provides opportunities to
use it not only as a game, but an
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The AstroPi ready for space in its specially
designed enclosure. It is currently undergoing
testing to ensure it meets the stringent ﬂight
safety requirements.

Still $35
Quad Core ARM Cortex A7 Processor
900MHz
1GB of memory
Latest software compatible with all
previous version
GPIO and HAT format compatible
with B+,A+

interesting 3D visualisation tool. Data
visualisation in Minecraft was a central
component of the winning junior school
entry for the Astro-pi competition. The
theme of ‘Your code in space’, along
with access to a range of specially
created sensor and displays on a AstroPi HAT board, has unleashed a wealth of
creativity from UK schools. British
astronaut Tim Peake will take two
Raspberry Pis on the forthcoming
Principia mission to the International
Space Station, and the winning entries
will have their code run in space and get
exclusive data downloads.
Raspberry Pi has been used
extensively in robotics and generally the
Pi2 has no real advantage, as real time
in the mechanical world is typically
significantly slower than the computing
power of even the B+. There are,
however, advantages when you want to
run more complex software - for
example, exploiting machine vision via
the Pi Camera and open software
systems like OpenCV and SimpleCV.
Sonic Pi was originally created for the
Raspberry Pi to support computing and
music teaching within schools. The
latest version of Sonic Pi is written to
take advantage of multiple cores and so
the additional power of Pi 2 opens up
opportunities for even more complex
synthesised music, driven by code.
I do not want to give the impression
that $35 buys you a supercomputer,
but the price-performance ratio is
outstanding and most of the irritations
of the early models have been
eradicated.
We are looking forward to seeing how
the community, with almost 1 million
Raspberry Pis 2s in their possession,
exploit this additional power to create
ever more innovative projects.
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STUDYING NATURE

Natural solutions
When nature and engineering collide, the results can be astounding.
Tim Fryer finds out more about Festo’s ‘Inspired by Nature’ concept products

A

round the turn of the millennium,
Festo started on a project to
learn from nature, with
inspiration coming from one of
the owners of the company, Dr Wilfred
Store. “We obviously have a large research
and development facility capability within
the company anyway, which works on fairly
traditional lines, but he very much wanted
to tap into learning from mimicking
nature,” says product manager Steve
Sands. “From the very early days we saw
it, I guess, from two different directions:
one was either to see a challenge or a
problem that we have got in industrial
automation and then say can we see a
phenomenon in nature that could give us
some clues on how to solve it. Or the ﬂip
side would be: is there something in
nature that inspires us and that we can
then study and see if there is an
application within industrial automation.”
The resulting programme has gone
under the name of the Bionic Learning
Network since 2006 and produced some
eye-catching products over the years.
This year’s batch, which were revealed at
the Hannover Fair in April, included
BionicANTs, eMotionButterﬂies and the
FlexShapeGripper, more of which later.
Previous projects included birds,
kangaroos, Dsh, penguins, jellyDsh, arms
and many more.
It is not intended initially as a product
demonstrator for the company, although
that does come further down the line.
Initially it is a case of picking a

Festo’s Bionic Learning
Network programme
has come up with many
eye-catching products.
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phenomenon, like the movement of a Dsh
tail or a bird’s wing, and then trying to
understand it to the point where it can be
modelled, simulated and translated into
the world of CAD.
“In parallel, we are seeking to try to
apply the technology,” says Sands. “We
are looking to see where the applications
are in industrial automation, but also along
the line somewhere we will try to build a
model, based wherever possible on the
original natural phenomena that we
observed in the Drst instance, that tries to
demonstrate some of the technology that
we have been inspired by.” This year’s
BionicANTs, for example, which are
designed to demonstrate collective and
ﬂexible working, are still very clearly ants.
“The concepts that we build and
normally release at Hannover Fair every
year are really the demonstration of some
of the technologies that we have been
working on in the background, either
directly ourselves or, it is important to say,
through a network of universities and
other like-minded companies that we are
working with,” he adds. Indeed, one of the
reasons for the concepts is to create
awareness of the technologies and
therefore encourage more collaboration
partners to engage in open research.

ANNUAL RELEASES

In general, the plan is to work on a number
of projects, with some running for several
years, and be able to unveil new ones at
the Hannover Fair every year. But many are
long term and can be re-visited, if the
original technology can be taken in
different directions. For example, the
elephant’s trunk was the inspiration behind
the Bionic Handling-Assistant launched in
2010 – a lightweight, dexterous handling
system. Two years later, it was integrated
with vision systems to get feedback
through the system as well and now it is
being used as the basis for some voice

control technology that the company is
working on.
Voice control has consequently only
recently become an area of expertise for
Festo, but that, according to Sands, is one
of the attractions of the programme:
“Different methods of human machine
interfacing very much are Festo’s areas of
expertise. We have done everything from
thought control of machine interfaces to
various haptic feedback devices and now
to voice control as well. So, if you think
about the big issues that we are looking at
in terms of sensing controls, lightweight
structures, safer environment, energy
efDciency, these sorts of big major trends
that we will be looking at, it is relatively
easy to dive into nature and see examples
of things that you would like to emulate in
engineering terms. Some are more
challenging than others obviously.”
Concepts will not make their Hannover
debut until the natural phenomenon is
understood and the demonstrator is in
good enough state to demonstrate that.
Such products are produced by a team in
Stuttgart, which, apart from the expected
engineering expertise, also includes a
doctor from the biological side who looks
at and co-ordinates research carried out
elsewhere. This includes interaction –
either ‘importing or exporting’ research
challenges – with a number of universities
including Stuttgart and Delft.
What external expertise is needed
depends on the project. Festo’s wide
engineering capability covered such things
as the 3D modelling and 3D printing on
the elephant’s trunk, but they were also
working with the Fraunhofer on the
modelling of the expansion joints. Sands
explains: “It is like a ﬂexible bellow
structure, and some of their people were
getting involved in developing the shapes
of those bellows and the thicknesses of
the materials to give us the ﬂexibility that
we wanted.”
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BionicANTs work together under clear rules of co-operation.

BLUE SKY TO REALITY

One of the recent introductions, the
FlexShapeGripper, was another that
needed development work on the
materials. This concept, inspired by the
ﬂy-catching abilities of a Chameleon’s
tongue, actually came out of the previous
Dshtail, as the same technique could be
used to ﬂexibly wrap round different
shapes. In its initial form, parts were 3D
printed, but when it became clear that this
was a technology that had a deDnite
application, the manufacturing method
needed to be adapted.
The application was the food industry,
but this would only be possible if FDA
(the US Food and Drug Administration)
approved materials were used. Materials
with the required approvals and properties
were not available for 3D printing and so
other manufacturing methods were
required – a moulding process – that
would not typically have been looked at
until a concept was reaching the point of
higher volume commercial adoption.
To date, the Adapted Gripper is the only
concept that has turned into a standard
commercially available product. “A lot of
the other things weren’t really designed to
be products in their own right; they are
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technologies,” adds Sands. “So things
like the energy recovery in the bionic
kangaroo, and the ability to store energy
within a cycle of an industrial automated
machine, that’s very much something that
we are interested in and will be
incorporating into future products.”
The Bionic Kangaroo came out of the
blue sky side. The head of the bionics
team was fascinated by some of the
statistics he was seeing on kangaroos –
that they are more energy efDcient and
can travel further and faster than the pure
calculations on the amount of energy it
takes to do each jump. As a consequence,
Festo got involved in research that looked
at how kangaroos have especially
developed hamstrings that are a bit like
rubber bands, so that when they land they
store up the energy for the next spring
going forwards.
Sands adds: “His mind was going with
the parallels in a lot of industrial
automation movements, where we get
involved in energy recovery and storage,
and then re-use. So he set his team the
challenge of trying to understand this in
more detail and then the considerable
challenge of trying to build a model to
demonstrate it. I say it’s tricky, because

when they were Drst developing it, it was
the balance that they struggled with – in
take-off and re-adjusting balance in mid-air
and landing correctly to be ready to store
that energy, to then do the next spring
coming off from it.”
The Bionic Kangaroo was launched in
2014 and by the time it had made a guest
appearance at the company’s UK HQ had
been Dtted with gesture control as the
form of human machine interface.

BIONICANTS COLONISE 2015

Star of the show this year has been the
BionicANTs, which has looked not just at
the individual ant, but also its role in
cooperative working. Like their natural role
models, the BionicANTs work together
under clear rules. They communicate with
each other and coordinate both their
actions and movements. Each ant makes
its decisions autonomously, but in doing so
is always subordinate to the common
objective and thereby plays its part towards
solving the task in hand.
This cooperative behaviour provides
interesting approaches for the factory of
tomorrow. Future production systems will
be founded on intelligent components,
which adjust themselves Eexibly to different
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production scenarios and thus take on
tasks from a higher control level. The
BionicANTs demonstrate how individual
units can react independently to different
situations, coordinate with each other and
act as an overall networked system. By
pushing and pulling together, the artiDcial
ants move an object across a deDned area.
Thanks to this intelligent division of work,
they are able to efDciently transport loads
that a single ant could not move.
Design of the ants is interesting. Lasersintered components are subsequently
embellished with visible conductor
structures in the 3D MID (moulded
interconnect device) process. The electrical
circuits are attached on the surface of the
components, which thereby take on both
a design and an electrical function. In this
way, all the technical components can be
Dtted into or on the ant’s body and be
exactly coordinated with each other.
After being put into operation, an
external control system is no longer
required. It is possible, however, to monitor
all the parameters wirelessly and to make
a regulating intervention.
The BionicANTs also come very close to
their natural role model, in terms of design
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and constructional layout. Even the mouth
used for gripping objects is replicated in
accurate detail. The pincer movement is
provided by two piezo-ceramic bending
transducers that are built into the jaw as
actuators. If a voltage is applied to the tiny
plates, they deEect and pass on the
direction of movement mechanically to the
gripping jaws.
With two rechargeable batteries on
board, the ants can work for 40 minutes
before they have to link up with a charging
station via their feelers. All actions are
based on a distributed set of rules, which
have been worked out in advance using
mathematical modelling and simulations
and are stored on every ant. The control
strategy provides for a multi-agent system
in which the participants are not
hierarchically ordered. Instead, all the
BionicANTs contribute to the process of
Dnding a solution together by means of
distributed intelligence. The information
exchange between the ants required for
this takes place via the radio module
located in the torso.
The result could have an impact on
production facilities in the future. If more
products are customised, then the

automated production environment will
need to be able to adjust accordingly –
increased Eexibility without increased
manpower. BionicAnt technology could be
a step towards such environments.
But is Festo doing anything new
through its Bionic Learning Network or is
it pulling together other people’s
technology? Sands responds: “It is a
really interesting question. A lot of people
for many years, since Leonardo, have
been trying to create a machine that Eies
and can do it in the same way that a bird
does, rather than just gliding or just
through sheer power, as in a jet aircraft,
and we can show understanding and the
ability of Eight shown in the SmartBird
and the BionicOptor, which is a Eying
dragonEy.
“What Festo could bring was the
knowledge we have in-house of the way
the air moves, Eows and the effects of
that, and then combining that with a close
look at nature. I think that is how we have
managed to solve that, where for many
years people haven’t been able to.”
More information at: www.festo.com.
This article is reprinted courtesy of Eureka
magazine.

www.ied.org.uk

FLIGHT PATH

Flying robots that can show true
autonomy – and even a bit of
politeness in working together and
venturing into hostile environments
– are being developed by engineers
at the University of Sheffield

High-ﬂying robots
Prof Sandor Veres: goal is for multiple
robots to collaborate with each other.

U

sing simple ﬂying robots,
called Quadcopters, a team of
engineers based in Shefﬁeld’s
Department of Automatic
Control and Systems Engineering (ACSE)
has created software that enables the
robot to learn about its surroundings,
using a forward-facing camera mounted at
the front of the machine.
The robot starts with no information
about its environment and the objects
within it. By overlaying different frames
from the camera and selecting key
reference points within the scene, it builds
up a 3D map of the world around it. Other
sensors pick up barometric and ultrasonic
data, which give the robot additional clues
about its environment. All this information
is fed into autopilot software to allow the
robot to navigate safely, but also to learn
about the objects nearby and navigate to
speciﬁc items.
“We are used to the robots of science
ﬁction ﬁlms being able to act
independently, recognise objects and
individuals and make decisions,” explains
Professor Sandor Veres, who is leading

www.ied.org.uk

the research. “In the real world, however,
although robots can be extremely
intelligent individually, their ability to
co-operate and interact with each other
and with humans is still very limited.
“As we develop robots for use in space
or to send into nuclear environments –
places where humans cannot easily go –
the goal will be for them to understand
their surroundings and make decisions
based on that understanding.”
Another key task for these robots is to
be able to interact and co-operate with
each other, without overloading
communications networks, a vital ability in
emergency situations where networks will
already be overloaded.
Programming developed by the team
enables the Quadcopters to work out how
to ‘politely’ ﬂy past each other without
colliding. The robots start off ﬂying at the
same altitude and then need to
collaborate to work out which robot would
ﬂy higher and which would ﬂy lower, so
they are able to pass. “The learning
process the robots use here is similar to
when two people meet in the street and

need to get round each other,” explains
ACSE research fellow Dr Jonathan Aitken.
“They will simultaneously go to their left or
right until they coordinate and avoid
collision.” The researchers used a
computer concept called game theory to
program the Quadcopters. In this
framework, each robot is a player in the
game and must complete its given task in
order to ‘win’ the game. If the robots play
the game repeatedly, they start to learn
each other’s behaviour. They can then
perform their task successfully – in this
case, getting past the other robot – by
using previous experience to estimate the
behaviour of the other robot.
“These simple tasks are part of a
major research effort in the ﬁeld of
robotics at Shefﬁeld University,” says
Veres. “The next step is to extend the
programming capability, so that multiple
robots can collaborate with each other,
enabling ﬂeets of machines to interact
and collaborate on more complex tasks.”
See a video of the robots in action at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-j1xQQuwo.
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Graduate and Young Members Group

A new start
Raymond Yuen, founding member and chair of the
Graduates and Young Members Group, reflects on
a successful year as he prepares to step down from
his role.

A

t the time of writing, the GYM Group has been in existence
for over a year. As our group’s AGM nears and I prepare to
hand over my role to a new chairperson, I think on all we few
volunteers have achieved in the last year. From an idea
discussed during long car journeys to an established and
committed group of individuals regularly contributing to the
workings of the Institution, the GYM Group has come into being
at a time of exciting change for the IED and been able to allow
those it represents a voice in bringing about these changes.
As my time in my current role on the group comes to an
end, I look back at these achievements and am grateful for the
support from IED Council members, staff and other volunteers,
but most of all for the time and energy freely given by GYM
Group members to influence the IED on behalf of their peers.
The date of the GYM Group AGM is yet to be finalised, but I
would urge any students, graduates and young members keen
to be a part of effecting change in the Institution to take part,
and join the growing group in organising events, socials and
bringing new ideas to the table.
As always, please get in touch at gym@ied.org.uk.

Raymond Yuen.

RedR’s Response to the Nepal disaster
By Eleanor Fosberry IEng MIED

W

hen I heard about the devastating
earthquake in Nepal on 25 April, I
felt strongly that I should do something to
contribute to the RedR response effort.
I decided to organise a cake sale at work
to appeal to people’s generosity. This was
quite successful and raised £200 for
the cause. This article sets out more
information on RedR’s response to the
disaster, and what we as engineers and
designers can do to help.

The Earthquakes

The 7.8 magnitude ‘quake, which struck
close to Kathmandu on the morning of
Saturday, 25 April, killed more than 8,000
people and it was feared the death toll
might rise signiFcantly as search and
rescue work continued in remoter regions.
More than 18,000 people were injured
in the earthquake and thousands of
people – including hospital patients –
were forced to sleep outside, because
many buildings had been destroyed and
others so weakened, they were in danger
of collapse. Water, food and electricity
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supplies remain scarce, while serious
concerns over waterborne and infectious
diseases also continue.
RedR has already deployed members
with specialist engineering skills to the
region and is now working to provide
humanitarian workers, government
employees and community members with
the skills they need to recover, rebuild and
improve their homes, infrastructure and
communities. As they worked in the wake
of the Frst earthquake, a second struck on
Tuesday, 12 May. The 7.4 magnitude
earthquake, whose epicentre was between
Kathmandu and Everest, killed at least
110 people and injured more than 2,500.
Landslides and aftershocks also
contributed to the destruction of homes
and ofFce buildings – many already
damaged by the April disaster.
The United Nations believes at least
two million people need tents, water, food
and medicine, and warns that lack of
access to clean water could spark
outbreaks of serious disease.
RedR trains life-savers by giving people
the skills to be ready for, and respond to,
major disasters like earthquakes, Goods,

conGict and drought. Practical training and
expert support means that communities
won’t beaten by disasters, helping protect

www.ied.org.uk
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SPOTLIGHT ON ELEANOR FOSBERRY
As part of our series of short interviews with IED Graduate and Young
Members on how they got where they are now, this issue we focus on
Eleanor Fosberry MEng(Hons) IEng MIED. Eleanor works for Hampshire
County Council and is in the team writing the new Term Highway Contract
Why Engineering?

The subjects that held the most interest
for me in school were maths, physics and
technical graphics, so engineering
seemed like a fairly obvious choice.
I enjoy problem-solving and thinking
outside the box, as well as the variety of
my job.

Favourite project

One of my favourite projects was working
on constructing a temporary road on a
causeway through ,oods in early 2014,
which featured in ED last summer. I loved
the fast pace, spending a lot of time on
site and coordinating resources to ensure
the works could be completed quickly to
restore access to villages cut off by the
,oods.

lives and livelihoods in developing
countries. Priorities are water, sanitation
and hygiene (WASH), and shelter – such
as structural assessments and temporary
shelter construction in Nepal, as well as
non-technical training, including personal
security, needs assessments and logistics

Why the IED?

I believe the value of knowledge-sharing
should never be underestimated and the
IED offers the opportunity to network with
and learn from engineers and designers
from a multitude of other disciplines.
There is always something to be learnt
from another member; from an overview
of their specialty to how processes are
managed in their discipline, and this
information is potentially very beneﬁcial.
I also value the culture, friendliness and
opportunity to make a difference within
the institution that can only come with a
smaller organisation.

Next steps

I have recently completed a refresher
course on being a STEM Ambassador and

– all skills that enable communities to
protect themselves from the impact of a
disaster and build back better than before
once it happens.
Citizens are always the Frst responders
to a disaster. That is why it is important to
build the skills of national aid workers
working for local organisations in disasterprone countries. This approach ensures
skills remain in-country for the long-term,
ready for future disasters.

RedR in Nepal

Image courtesy
of RedR.

www.ied.org.uk

RedR members are a reassuring presence
in Nepal, assisting with emergency shelter,
water and sanitation, and other life-saving
activities for those affected by the recent
earthquakes. Crucially, they are working
collaboratively, in order to conduct a
needs assessment in the area, which is
investigating skills gaps that exist in some
technical areas.
With funds raised from their appeal,
RedR are providing training and mentoring
to the NGOs in the region. RedR's
response will not only help Nepal recover
from this devastating disaster, but also
build the capacity and resilience of the
country long term.
Arno Coever, a RedR member who is
leading the Nepal relief operations of
Malteser International (the worldwide

Eleanor Fosberry.
signed up for various events to promote
engineering to students. I believe it is
important to pass on our passion to the
next generation to try to address the skills
shortage and I am keen to help ensure
girls in particular consider careers such
as engineering.

relief agency of the Sovereign Order of
Malta for humanitarian aid), has warned:
“Urban areas are most seriously affected,
as you’d expect, but in rural regions there
are also very serious challenges. Some
villages have been levelled completely and
we have a situation where people are
returning home from hospital only to Fnd
they have no home to stay in.
“People are in shock here,” she points
out. “They literally don’t know what to do
and, in many cases, they have no
belongings or materials even to make a
start. Shops and factories are closed. They
can’t buy anything or go to work. And
people are terriFed – aftershocks, some
capable of further destroying buildings,
are a real risk to safety.
“The Frst priorities are shelter – to
make sure people have safe places to live
and to sleep – and water,” adds Coever.
“There is too little water and much of
what there is has been contaminated. That
means healthcare is another very
important priority right now.”
RedR is on hand to provide tailored
advice on how you can get involved;
please visit the website or email
info@redr.org.uk to Fnd out more.
If you would like to donate to the RedR
Nepal appeal, please visit
www.redr.org.uk/nepal

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Vehicle Crash
Testing
Date: 1 September
2015
As a follow-on from the
Vehicle Bourne Threats talk
in London earlier in the year,
GYM members are invited to
attend a day of vehicle crash
testing at Nuneaton.
Places are very limited, so
book early to avoid
disappointment. Full details
will be provided upon
booking conﬁrmation.

Coming soon:
GYM AGM

We are looking for keen new
members to support GYM
activities. The AGM date
will be published soon.
Come along to ﬁnd out more
or email gym@ied.org.uk to
get involved.
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE UK

IED COMPLETES
THE ‘TRIPLE CROWN’
T

he IED is all set to open the application
process for the awarding of Chartered
Technological Product Designer (CTPD) status to
the general design community. Chief executive
Libby Meyrick celebrates this completion of the
Triple Crown, alongside CEnv and CEng, to IED
members

CHARTERSHIP FOR PRODUCT DESIGNERS
In October 2014, the IED received the extremely exciting news
that the Privy Council had granted permission for the award of
Chartered Technological Product Designer (CTPD) to be
endowed exclusively to suitably qualiﬁed members of the
Institution.
Since then, the IED staff and volunteers have been working
to test the processes in place for assessing and qualifying
applications for the Chartership, with eight CTPD registrants
from existing members from a wide variety of backgrounds
having achieved the designation so far.
The Institution is now ready to open the application process
for the Chartership to the general design community.
WHAT IS IT?
Charterships have been in existence for hundreds of years.
Many readers will, no doubt, be familiar with the terms

‘Chartered Engineer’, ‘Chartered Accountant’, ‘Chartered
Surveyor’ and so on. Until recently, design professionals who
do not work in strictly engineering ﬁelds have been unable to
demonstrate their professionalism by gaining a Chartered
qualiﬁcation on a par with their engineering peers.
CTPD is a Chartership for Product Designers. The Privy
Council (the organisation that oversees the granting of Royal
Charters) has deemed the IED a suitable body to set standards
for professional Product Designers and assess individuals
against those standards. Applicants must demonstrate
knowledge equivalent to Masters-level qualiﬁcation and be
able to meet a set of competencies that prove their ability to
practice as a professional Product Designer.
Assessment of applications is carried out by peers – those
members who work in product design and have themselves
met the competencies required for Chartership.
WHY THE IED?
Traditionally an engineering-based body, the IED’s focus has
always been design – all members of the Institution must
study, teach, research, manage or carry out design, in order to
be admitted to the Institution. The IED started working formally
with product designers in the 1980s, with the very ﬁrst
accreditation of Product Design courses at London South Bank
University. Thousands of product design students have since

Ben Watson
Ben Watson, global technical
manager for 3M’s ITS
Business, within the Trafﬁc
Safety and Security Division,
has a Masters Degree and
PhD in new product
development and design
thinking that placed a
particular focus on translating
insight into innovation.
Ben leads a Global Centre
of Excellence for Intelligent
Transport Systems and is also
responsible for Technical
Education within 3M UK &
Ireland. His day-to-day job relies on his specialist experience in
product design, commercialisation leadership, project & portfolio
management for electronics, hardware and software projects. Now in
his 19th year in the industry, he has transitioned through many roles
– from product developer to project manager, programme manager
and technical leadership. His career has spanned many markets and
technologies, where he has developed products from picture hooks
to underground computers and explosion-proof cameras.
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Why CTPD
really matters
Dr Ben Watson, PhD MDes(Hons)
LCGI CEng CEnv CTPD MIED, who
holds all three Chartered
registrations available through
the IED, explains why gaining
registration as a Chartered
Technological Product Designer is
such an important step forward
Recognition as a Chartered
Professional is something quite
special indeed. Professional
recognition demonstrates an
individual’s commitment to
uncompromising ethics, leadership
behaviours and technical
excellence in everything that
we do.
The IED offers a pathway to
recognise this hard work and
expertise through its ‘Triple Crown
of Charterships’: CEng, CEnv
and CTPD.
www.ied.org.uk

Institution News
OBITUARIES

Dennis Shepherd
CEng MIMechE
MIED(PP)

passed through IED membership from those and other similarly
accredited courses. The Institution also has a strong track
record in assessing Chartered-level quali.cations, having held a
licence to award Chartered Engineer (CEng) since 2000 and
Chartered Environmentalist (CEnv) since 2010. Suitably
quali.ed and experienced IED members can now apply for any
one or all three of the ‘Triple Crown’ of Charterships through
the Institution.
WHO CAN APPLY?
CTPD is available only to IED members. Designers who work in
product design, and who meet the criteria for membership and
Chartered status, can complete an application form for Af.liate
membership. This is the .rst step to achieving professional

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION
Employers often look for much
more in their staff than technical
ability alone. Without professional
recognition, it is very difficult to
measure these attributes or

The P392+ fully-integrated camera,
designed by Ben Watson and his
team, boasts illumination and image
processing capabilities, high memory
storage and fast processing speeds
within a single watertight, sealed
enclosure
www.ied.org.uk

registration, and will lead to guidance and mentoring from staff
and volunteers to help you achieve your aims. Full details of
the criteria and process are available on the website at:
ied.org.uk.
WHY APPLY?
Professionalism within your chosen .eld of design is an
essential tool for career development, showing commitment to
your personal and professional development, and a dedication
to excellence in design.
Peer assessment demonstrates that you have attained a
professional quali.cation, which not only helps you stand out
in a crowd, but also veri.es your academic quali.cations,
training and experience as being of Chartered standing.

behaviours, without spending a
considerable amount of time with
that individual, to truly recognise
their experience, drive and
commitment to both the profession
and their continuous selfimprovement.
Product Design is absolutely no
exception in this regard, where
there may be many
practitioners, learners,
leaders and
employers, looking
for that
differentiation;
working at the most
senior levels in all
sectors of business
and technology
leadership.
The Product Design Profession
occupies the unique intersection
between business viability,
technical feasibility and human
desirability. CTPD recognises this
intersection and the
professionalism of leaders making
these connections to meet some of

the world’s most pressing
challenges in a sustainable way.
FROM INSIGHT TO INNOVATION
It is recognised that CTPD holders
consider not only the technical
aspects of a solution, but also the
underlying challenges and needs
within a particular opportunity
space, through best practice and
design thinking techniques that
translate insight into innovation.
Chartered Technical Product
Designers are involved from
ideation through to
commercialisation, sales, supply,
use, recycle and re-use. There are
very few professions that
demonstrate this level of breadth
and depth throughout the entire
product development lifecycle.
CTPD recognises and celebrates
this contribution and the many
roles performed by these
professionals.
Chartered recognition is not
only attractive to employers, but
also reassures customers of those

▼

IED chief executive Libby Meyrick.

It is with great sadness that
we report the death of
Dennis Shepherd, Past
President of the Institution.
Dennis had been a member
of the IED for very nearly
50 years, joining us in June
1965. He soon became very
involved in the Institution,
actively supporting his then
local branch in
Hertfordshire, becoming
Chair by the late 1960s.
Dennis joined the IED
Council in the 1970s and
was instrumental in setting
up the RED (Registered
Engineering Designers)
Register in the 1980s. This
still exists today as the
REngDes and RCADMan
designation carried by a
number of our specialist
members.
His support of the IED was
relentless. He sat on a
number of boards and
working parties, including
the Promotion and Public
Relations Board and, on his
move to the Isle of Wight,
became Chair of the local
branch there. His term as
President of the IED ran for
four years from 1986.
He was passionate about
the public perception of
engineering and
engineering designers,
and promoted excellence
and recognition of the
profession at every
opportunity.
Dennis will be remembered
as a great friend and
supporter of the IED, and
will be missed by his
colleagues and fellow
members. Our thoughts are
with his wife Betty and their
family at this difficult time.
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Changes to
membership
renewals
calendar

employers that they do business in
the right way and expect only the
highest standards from their staff.
THE PROCESS
The process for the CTPD award
relies on a professional interview
and evidence-based portfolio to
demonstrate the use of technical
knowledge and humanistic
understanding when resolving
complex design challenges. These

solutions are optimised through
knowledge of the latest advances
in global trends and design
thinking.
The process looked for evidence
of both creative, scientific and
design leadership, with a thorough
understanding and application of
material science, marketing
leadership, human factors design
and design for manufacture.
Commitment to professional

standards, obligations to society
and the environment, were central
to the application, accompanied by
the need to demonstrate team
leadership, coaching and
mentoring of others, with a
commitment to your own
professional development.
The application is reviewed and
assessed through the Institution’s
Membership Committee and the
Education and Training Committee.

Elections & Registrations
Chartered Technological
Product Designers
Christopher Mark
Craven Dowlen
London
Kyle Toole
Swindon
Chartered Engineer
Christopher James Gardner Bristol
Incorporated Engineer
Richard Henry Ash
London
Christopher Andrew Bargent Totton
Ian Philip Batkin
Swadlincote
Colin James Ellis
Warmley
Engineering Technician
Adam Thomas Fair
Moreton
Jake Haggerty
Ashford
Stuart Anthony Popple Werrington
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Transfer to Member
Jake Haggerty

Ashford

Transfer to Fellow
Fayyaz Ur Rehman Southampton
Robert Charles Tonk
Taunton
Election to Member
Christopher Andrew Bargent Totton
Colin James Ellis
Warmley
Stuart Anthony Popple Peterborough
Election to Associate
Noel Mabeth Parnada Basingstoke
Election to Graduate
Rahi Omar
Poole
Colin Webb
Oxford
James Michael Woods
Whitﬁeld

Transfer to Graduate
Nasrullah Hussain
Manchester
Sead Merkulaj
London
Election to Student
Yun-Hang Cho
Liverpool
Ben Holness
Colchester
Alexander Charles
Matthams
London
Sundhas Sheikh
Birmingham
Khaleel Tester
Ferring
Election to Student from the
University of Derby
Karl Batchelor
Matthew Brenchley
Lindsey Brinkworth
Samual Brown
Chung Yin Cheng
Benjamin Coulthard
Harry Hailwood

Shona Hartshorne
David Henderson
Marta Howaniec
Ryan Howard
Callum Jermaks-Salter
Declan Jones
Ilker Karayilan
Jack Keeler
Jonathan Lester
Thomas Mansﬁeld
Duncan Parry
David Phiri
Anastasija Popova
Jonathan Rabbette
Marcus Roome
Samuel Ryan
Momin Sajid
Charles Schoﬁeld
Samuel Selley
Megann Shufﬂebotham
Luke Wavell

We are making changes to
the way in which your
membership subscriptions
are collected. Instead of
collecting the annual fee on
the anniversary of your
joining the IED, we will
gradually be moving all
payment collections to
January.
The aim of this move is to
make our collections process
more efﬁcient and smooth,
and to bring us in line with
new accounting procedures.
Look out for more
information on how the
change will speciﬁcally
affect you. We will be writing
to all members, and further
details will appear on the
website and via email.
To ensure we have your
correct email address, please
drop Charlotte a message at
charlotte@ied.org.uk and
she will update the
database.
If you have any questions at
any time, please feel free to
contact the staff team at HQ
on 01373 822801.

Take a look at
the new IED
website
Have you seen the new IED
website? It’s clearer, cleaner,
more interactive and
includes a personalised
landing page for each
member, once logged on.
On the website, you can
track your membership
application and/or upgrade,
see what’s new in the IED,
and 1nd out about upcoming
events and how you can
attend or even get involved.
Just go to www.ied.org.uk
to 1nd out more.

www.ied.org.uk

WHAT’S HAPPENING
NEWS BITES

World's most lifelike bionic hand

N

icky Ashwell, who was born without
a right hand, has become the ﬁrst
person in the UK to be ﬁtted with Steeper's
bebionic small hand. Steeper says it was
designed speciﬁcally in scale for women
and teenagers. The prosthetic hand is built
around an accurate skeletal structure with
miniaturised components designed to
provide the most true-to-life movements.
Ashwell, a product manager at an
online fashion forecasting and trend
service, said: "The movements now come
easily and look natural; I keep ﬁnding
myself being surprised by the little things,
like being able to carry my purse while
holding my boyfriend's hand."
Bebionic small hand works using
sensors triggered by the user's muscle
movements that connect to individual
motors in each ﬁnger and powerful
microprocessors. The technology
comprises a system that tracks and
senses each ﬁnger, mimicking the
functions of a real hand.
The hand features 14 selectable grip
patterns, enabling the user to perform
many everyday activities and is strong
enough to cope with forces up to 45kg.
Ashwell added: "I've been able to do
things never before possible, like riding a
bike and lifting weights."

The newly unveiled 800-plus
bhp, all-carbon ﬁbre Aston
Martin Vulcan has been
engineered to excel. Powered
by a naturally-aspirated,
7.0-litre V12 petrol engine, it
comprises a carbon 2bre
monocoque and body
constructed by engineering
and manufacturing
specialist Multimatic.
Cambridge University Reader
in Mechanical Engineering
Dr Hugh Hunt, below, has
been awarded the 2015
Royal Academy of Engineering
Rooke Award for his
outstanding contribution to
the public promotion of
engineering.

A new Aerospace Research
Centre and National Centre
for Net Shape and Additive
Manufacturing has been
opened. Companies will be
able to develop materials
such as lightweight carbon
2bre for use in planes, jet
engines and civil helicopters.
The 3D printing centre will
develop new products for
aero-engines and aircraft
landing gear, automotive and
medical devices.

Foot to the ﬂoor time!
A
s the clock continues its countdown to
the all-out assault by the Land Speed
Racing car BLOODHOUND on the
1,000mph record, the BLOODHOUND
Build Team and technicians from the
Royal Air Force’s 71 Squadron have
completed assembly of the titanium ﬂoor,
which will protect the underside of the
carbon ﬁbre nose section and cockpit.
More than 3,000 rivet holes had to be
pilot drilled, cleaned up, pinned, drilled
out to the correct diameter, cleaned up
and pinned again before they are ﬁnally
counter sunk and cleaned up for a ﬁnal
time. Each of these holes takes about ﬁve

minutes to complete, so that’s 15,000
minutes in total! Products from Somta
Tools, BSA Regal, and Atlas Copco Tools
and Compressors were all used within
this process.
The next big challenge facing the
BLOODHOUND team was to trial ﬁt the
ﬂoor to the underside of the car. Testing
of the supersonic car at the Hakskeenpan
track in South Africa is due to start later
this year and on into 2016.
See the titanium ﬂoor assembly, fastforward style, in this hyperlapse ﬁlm:
http://www.bloodhoundssc.com/news/
titanium-:oor.

Female engineers make their mark
Statistics show engineering jobs, degrees and apprenticeships are
dominated by men. Bucking that trend is Score Energy, taking on an
average of 50-70 apprentices a year. One of several young woman
working with the global gas turbines specialist is Laura, who has just
completed a 6-year apprenticeship. The 24-year-old apprentice
mechanical engineer, left, commented: “By doing an apprenticeship,
I knew I would gain on-the-job experience and training, while also
being able to further my education with the possibility of going to
university, if I chose to. I prefer the hands-on approach.”

3D printing a bridge with autonomous robots
Dutch start-up research and development company
MX3D has been given permission to print a full-size
steel bridge across a canal in Amsterdam, using independent robotic arms. Scheduled to start in September,
MX3D will be utilising software from Autodesk and robotics from ABB among others.
“What distinguishes our technology from traditional
3D printing methods is that we work according to the
‘Printing Outside the box’ principle,” Tim Geurtjens, CTO
MX3D, said. “By printing with 6-axis industrial robots,
we are no longer limited to a square box in which
everything happens. Printing a functional, life-size

www.ied.org.uk

bridge is, of course, the ideal way to showcase the
endless possibilities of this technique.”
The robotic arms have free movement, which means
that they can print metals and resin in mid-air without
the need for a support bed, like conventional 3D printers. The robots will not only be printing the bridge as
they go, but also the rails upon which they will move
across the canal.
Designer Joris Laarman added: “This bridge will
show how 3D printing Cnally enters the world of largescale functional objects and sustainable materials,
while allowing unprecedented freedom of form.”
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
Flexible carriage model
with seats stowed.

Carriage seats bend with the times

4

2 Technology has been named as one of
three winning companies to receive a
share of £2.2 million to continue developing
its innovative design concept for a new
generation of passenger rolling stock for use
on the UK rail network.
The funding has been made available
through ‘Tomorrow’s Train Design Today’
(TTDT), an international competition led by
RSSB’s FutureRailway programme team in
association with the Department for

IED chairman Simon Benﬁeld, right,
presents a Certiﬁcate of Membership to
new member Christopher Bargent, who
became a Member and IEng recently.
Christopher is an Associate at Ramboll.

Transport. The consultancy’s winning
concept is based on a ﬂexible purpose
carriage that can be quickly reconﬁgured
to carry passengers or freight, as required
– see picture, above. When passenger
occupancy levels are low – for example,
at off-peak times or when commuter
trains have delivered their passengers and
are returning to the suburbs – the seats
can be automatically moved and stowed
to allow room for freight.

Graham Jeffery FIED and member of the
Membership Committee, left, presents
a Fellow Certiﬁcate to Rob Tonks,
Specialist Systems Design Engineer at
Rolls-Royce in Bristol.

NEWS BITES
According to the Work
Foundation Alliance, 44
million workers in the EU
suffer from work-related
musculoskeletal disorders.
Now researchers in the EU’s
Robo-Mate project have
developed an exoskeleton
that could help workers lift
heavy loads, while
preventing injury and
postural damage. The
prototype consists of
modules for the arms, trunk
and legs. The arm modules
are attached to the upper
and lower arms, delivering a
tenfold reduction in the

forces on workers when
lifting an object, making a
15kg weight feel like 1.5kg.
The trunk module keeps the
torso straight during lifting
and bending.
An unmanned American
Falcon-9 rocket broke apart
in ﬂames minutes after
lifting off from Cape
Canaveral, Florida. The
rocket was sending a cargo
ship and new docking port
to the International Space
Station. "There was an
overpressure event in the
upper-stage liquid oxygen
tank," tweeted SpaceX CEO
Elon Musk.

Simulation used
to test asphalt
material properties

A

simulation has been
created to quickly
and efﬁciently test the
properties of road
surfaces. It's hoped to
yield improvement to
materials properties, as
well as reduce troublesome
potholes.
Road engineers used COMSOL
Multiphysics to create a bespoke
simulation 'app' using the software's
application builder. The problems is that,
after asphalt has been exposed to the
environment for extended periods of time,
its material properties can change, making
it more susceptible to deterioration.
Seasonal changes lead to potholes,
cracking,and thus lots of repairs.
To design asphalt that can withstand
varying temperatures for speciﬁc
environments, engineers must take into
account the viscoelastic dynamic Young's
modulus of the asphalt, a measurement
used to describe the material's stiffness.
This led Swedish Peab Asfalt to develop a
new testing method that uses mechanical
resonance frequency measurements and
numerical calculations as a way to
determine stiffness.
During the frequency response test,
resonance measurements are taken on an
asphalt sample to ﬁnd the material's
dynamic response (pictured). The sample
used can be of any size or shape, making
the test easier and faster than with
previous methods. After the experimental
test, measurements are read by the
simulation app, where the stiffness – here,
the dynamic modulus – of the asphalt is
computed for a wide range of frequencies.

Advertise your vacancies
on the job board
If you have a vacancy to advertise or you are looking for a job,
then remember to check out the online job board on
www.ied.org.uk.
So, looking for that new start or a placement? Then why
not post your CV onto the board now to be viewed by
thousands of people who see the site every day. Also, IED
Members are entitled to place job vacancies on the board at a
much reduced rate - just £99 per vacancy (compared to £350
per vacancy standard rate).
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Who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and for those who have
an interest in engineering and product design, as well as CAD users.
The IED, established in 1945, incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012, is a
licensed body of both the Engineering Council and Society for the Environment
and we register our suitably qualified Members as Chartered Environmentalists
(CEnv), Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated Engineers (IEng) or
Engineering Technicians (EngTech) and Chartered Technological Product
Designers (CTPD). We also offer professional recognition to Product Designers,
CAD Technicians and those who teach and lecture in design or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels and raise
awareness of the professional standards of our Members, whilst providing a
resource and information service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.
www.ied.org.uk

“For any design engineer hoping
to pursue a career in industry,
membership and registration
shows commitment to

Why become a member of the IED?

continuing professional

Membership of any professional body gives you professional recognition and
status, and an acknowledged code of conduct to work to. Membership of the
IED gives you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the role you play
in Design and Innovation, and helps to develop your skills and knowledge in
these areas.
As well as the various registrations, membership of the IED gives you the
opportunity to meet with other designers and discuss issues particular to your
field of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer to communicate
primarily through the discussion forums on our website, as this lends itself to
the busy work schedules – however, we also run seminars, meetings and
events where Members can carry out CPD and meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in all Engineering
and Product Design fields, plus those who teach these skills.

development and promoting
good practice in those with
whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a
natural home for those whose
roles encompass a diverse
range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

How do you join?
We have made the application process as simple as we can. To maintain the
high standards of membership, we need all prospective members to:
■ Complete an application form
■ Write a professional review report, detailing what you do in your role in design.
All applicants are assessed by a Committee of Members and via an interview.

If you are a designer who would like to gain formal professional recognition, or work in an
organisation which employs designers, and would like to have your employees gain membership
and professional recognition, contact Sue at the IED on 01373 822801 or send an email to:
sue@ied.org.uk to discuss your next step.

